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PENITENTIAL DISCIPLINE IN THE EARLY CHURCH.

AFTER the Eucharistic celebration in its various forms and

developments nothing has occupied through Christian

ages a more important place in the external life of the

Church than the Discipline of Penance. To be reconciled to

God and admitted afresh to the hope of heaven was, naturally,

the greatest concern of sinners alive to their condition, while

it was that of the Church to secure to them as fully and

effectively as possible so essential a benefit. Her action in

this regard is interesting to observe at every period ; it is particu-

larly so in the first ages of her existence, when her doctrines were

being evolved and her discipline was still in course of formation.

Hence the close attention with which writers of Church history and

students of dogmatic theology are wont to examine the principles

enunciated and the practices followed in these early times. Since

the beginning of the seventeenth century large tomes have been

devoted to describing and discussing them,^ and the results which

have been reached are briefly set forth in our manuals of Church

' We may mention among othen Slrmundua, S. J., "Biitoria Poenitentlae PubliCK;" Pe-

tarina, "AnlmadvcTS. In S. Bphlphan.;" Dom Martene, "De Antlquis Secleaiae Ritibus," bat

aliove mil the Oratorian Joan. Morlnua, " Commentarlns Historlcus de Adminlstratlone Sac-

ramenti PoealtentiK" (1689); Dom Chatdon " Histoire des Sactaments," chiefly a aummary,

clear and interesting, of Morlnua' great work, to be found in vol xx!. of Mignes' " Cursus

Complctua Theologiae." Among recent writers we may mention Dr. Funk, professor of

history i" the ITniveraity of Tubingen, especially in his article in the " Kirchenlexicon."

Bntered accoi^lng to Act of Congress, in the year 1899, by Benjamin H. Whittaker, in the

OtBce of the Ubrarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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history and theology. But a consecutive study of th-e subject down

to the present day remained to be carried out and it has been under-

taken at length, not by a Catholic theologian or cleric, but by a

non-Catholic and a layman.

I.

It is now nearly four years since Henry Charles Lea, LL. D., of

Philadelphia, published in three large volumes "A History of Auric-

ular Confession and Indulgences in the Latin Church." The work

contains much more than its title suggests ; in fact, it comprises a

historical presentation of the whole penitential system which pre-

vailed from the beginning down to the present day, with an attempt

to describe its working and to determine its ultimate consequences.

The names of "Auricular Confession" and "Indulgences" were

doubtless selected for the title as being more likely to catch the pub-

lic ear, although anything like popular success would seem to have

been entirely absent from the mind of the writer. Such an end he

might easily have reached with one-tenth of the materials accumu-

lated in his volumes and of the labor bestowed upon them. But

Dr. Lea is evidently above all things a scholar. He reads and he

writes chiefly for his own satisfaction. He is deeply interested in

the history of the Catholic Church, and loves to go back to the

sources in order to study the nature and working of her institutions.

Having satisfied himself as to their real character and value, he pro-

ceeds to impart to those who are interested in them the curious facts

he has come across and the conclusions they have suggested to him

;

the whole with a multiplicity of quotations and an absence of rhetoric

equally welcome to the student and uninviting to the general reader.

It is in this way that, besides some earlier historical studies, he has

given to the public in succession "A History of Religious Celibacy,'*

"A History of the Inquisition" and, last of all, the history of peniten-

tial discipline with which we are presently concerned. The two
former works awakened a certain amount of interest and reached a

second edition. The last, appealing to a much more limited class-

of readers, seems to have attracted less notice. Few reviews, so far

as we know, have discussed its contents ; yet to our mind Dr. Lea's

most recent work is by far the most valuable of the three. Not only

is its subject the most important, but it must have cost the writer

incomparably more labor and research.

The "History of Auricular Confession" is visibly the product of a

scholarly mind working for years amid a rich and rare collection of
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theological books. One is amazed at the number of authorities to

which the writer appeals at each step. Every page has its abundant

footnotes of references and quotations. Fathers, Popes, Councils,

historians, theologians are called up in evidence on each detail, and

with an accuracy of quotation which the present writer has never

found at fault. In short, by the wealth of his erudition as well as by

the evident love of his work, Dr. Lea forcibly reminds one of those

great Benedictine scholars of the seventeenth and -eighteenth cen-

turies to whose untiring industry subsequent generations owe so

much. Unhappily there have been wanting in him some of those

qualities which enabled these learned men to give abiding value to

their worth and weight to their judgment; in particular, special

learning, thoroughness and an open mind.

Special work demands special preparatory training, and, first of

all, a thorough knowledge of the sciences implied in the subject un-

der consideration. A geologist, for example, needs to be familiar

with the various forms of living nature. An astronomer requires a

knowledge of physics and mathematics. No man who is not a
lawyer will attempt to write a general history of criminal law ; only a

soldier will undertake to describe the gradual transformation of

military tactics. In the same way, to write a history of the disci-

pline of penance in the Catholic Church, it takes not only a scholar

acquainted with the sources of Church history, but also a profes-

sional theologian, or at least one perfectly familiar with the doctrines,

of the Church which always underlie her discipline and can alone

give a key to it. Short of this, the most learned of men, vnth all the

facts at his fingers' ends, is sure to lose himself. t

And this is just what happens to Dr. Lea in his "History of Auri-

cular Confession." He knows the facts; he is not unacquainted

with the doctrines of the Catholic Church, but he knows them only

in an abstract, external, incomplete way. Points familiar to every

enlightened Catholic escape him. He cites as peculiar to a writer

what is admitted by all ; he is surprised and shocked at what, prop-

erly understood, is but natural and simple. We are told of the great

French historian, Thiers, that he succeeded in giving his wonder-

fully clear and vivid descriptions of battles and campaigns by con-

stantly associating with military men. How often while reading Dr.

Lea's history have we regretted, for his own sake and that of his

readers, that instead of getting information on Catholic subjects

from books only, he did not choose to consult occasionally some

living authority. A few conversations with a Catholic theologian

would have sufficed to preserve him from a number of mistaken
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conceptions which mislead his uninitiated readers and detract con-

siderably from the value of his work. They would also have un-

doubtedly led him to treat his subject more thoroughly.

For a vast accumulation of quotations and facts does not suffice

to give thoroughness to a work. It requires, besides, a close com-

parative study of them in order to determine their meaning as well

as a clear statement and discussion of the position and proofs of

those who hold opposite views. Dr. Lea, it is true, tells us in his

preface that he has sought to write a history, not a polemical

treatise. But in this he has attempted more, perhaps, than was

possible in dealing with such a subject. Some definite construction

had to be put on the evidence, taken as a whole, and in the one

chosen by Dr. Lea he antagonizes from beginning to end the claims

and beliefs of the Catholic Church. Yet nowhere can the reader

find the latter fully and candidly stated, while the proofs upon which

they rest are either conveniently ignored or treated with a freedom

and ease unworthy of a serious writer.

Thus, for example, the power of the Church to forgive sins in the

tribunal of penance is chiefly based on the words of the Risen

Saviour : Whose sins you forgive they shall be forgiven, etc. (John

XX., 22). What meaning does Dr. Lea attach to these words?

How does he account for the special solemnity with which Christ

chose to surround them? How can he explain the fact that all the

churches, so independent of each other in these early times, so dif-

ferent and often so divided, yet all believed in appealing to the power

of the keys in order to obtain the remission of sin, and that they have

persevered in the practice down to the present day ? He quotes the

words of Christ, but does not stop' to inquire what they may mean;

he admits the facts, but he makes no serious attempt to account for

them. Surely the free use of the term sacerdotalism is no sufficient

explanation, and yet Dr. Lea supplies no other. If the power of the

Church over sin shows itself faintly at an early date, it is "the begin-

ning of sacerdotalism if, later on, it reveals itself more distinctly,

it is "the growth of sacerdotalism ;" if, finally, it becomes the unde-

niable beHef and practice of the whole Christian world, it is "the

triumph of sacerdotalism." And that is all.

The truth is that Mr. Lea, while loth to be unjust to the Catholic

Church, and striving sometimes to be fair, yet lacks that openness

of mind, still more that sympathy which we are told a historian

needs to understand and to describe properly individuals or institu-

tions. At no time, if we may judge by his previous writings, has he

had love or leaning for the Catholic Church. All he could see in
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her was a human institution, born of a false conception of Christ's

teachings, sustained chiefly by ambition, and flourishing at the ex-

pense of human ignorance and weakness. Entering in such a frame

of mind on the study of the Church's penitential discipline, we must

not be surprised that he misunderstood so completely its meaning

and misinterpreted so many of its facts. Putting together his various

statements, we are led to this conception : that Christ never gave the

Church the power of forgiving sins; that such a power was not

thought of at all in the beginning ; that the discipline of penitence

and reconciliation practised by the Church was purely external ; that

in these early times she merely exacted signs of sorrow and prac-

tices of atonement from the sinner, solemnly prayed for him, and

finally, when she deemed him sufficiently repentant, readmitted him

to communion. That was all. Only later on, with the growing in-

fluence of ecclesiastical authority, did the belief of a mysterious

power over the guilty soul arise and spread, until it finally became

one of the distinctive doctrines of the Catholic Church.

To substantiate this position no formal demonstration is attempt-

ed ; but proofs are suggested right through the work, chiefly, as is

natural, of a negative kind, the position of Dr. Lea being mainly a

denial of the claims of Catholic theology. All the same he never

fails to quote positive testimonies or facts which seem to run counter

to Catholic belief. Yet we know that on the one hand silence is no

evidence unless in circumstances in which a writer must have spoken

had he known, and on the other hand, that his mind, when he does

speak, should not be gathered from a stray sentence, ambiguous or,

it may be, unaccompanied by limitations which the reader, espe-

cially if he be a contemporary, is supposed to supply. Such are the

canons of intrepretation universally admitted, yet Dr. Lea shows a

constant disregard for them. In the present paper there is no room
for particulars; but if the reader wishes to see our historian's

methods set forth in detail he need only turn to the able discussion

of them by Rev. P. H. Casey, S. J. ("Notes on a History of Auricular

Confession"—McVey, Philadelphia), in which the learned professor,

though confining himself to the dissection of a single chapter, gives

a key to the prevailing methods of the whole book and enables to

judge of its argumentative value. There are times when one would

be strongly tempted to question the good faith of the writer ; but it

is pleasanter to think that he is only prejudiced and unfriendly.

After all, it happens to him only what happens to men of undoubted

honesty when they start on a study, having made up their minds

beforehand as to what it is to lead them to. They go along noticing
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all that makes for their beliefs, leading them unconsciously into what

is vague or ambiguous, overlooking or putting the most unnatural

construction upon what seems to contradict them. What else can

they do, unless they are prepared to relinquish their original posi-

tion, to which they may feel constrained to hold on ? Theologians,

anyhow, should be among the last to claim that such methods imply

a lack of good faith.

In reality, the whole question, studied in its sources, is far less

clear and satisfactory than in our manuals of theology. Few ques-

tions, indeed, in Christian antiquity are more confused and entangled

than the doctrine and practice of penance. Nor shall we find any-

thing strange in this if we consider the extreme complexity of a

process in which God, the Church and the repentant sinner have all

an important share, and, at the same time, the varying character of

the discipline through many ages. To one or the other of these two

causes may be assigned most of the obscurities and discrepancies,

apparent or real, which we meet in the statement of fact or doctrine

which came down to us on the subject from the first four or five

centuries. Thus at one time we are told that the Church forgives

sin, at another that God, being the offended one, alone forgives, or

again that guilt is washed out by the tears of the sinner. We may
add that the vocabulary remains long imperfect, the same term being

employed to signify things not perhaps entirely unlike or having

nothing in common, yet striking us chiefly by their differences.

Thus such familiar and constantly recurring words as Penance,Recon-

ciliation, Communion, Confession, Forgiveness, Peace, etc., have a vari-

ety of meanings unsuspected by the ordinary modem reader and not

easily determined in many cases by the student. Amid all this

nothing is easier than to lose oneself, or, if one is so minded, to find

materials for building up the most opposite theories. Even Cath-
olic theologians, with the clue of traditional doctrines to guide them,
are far, as we shall see, from putting the same construction on many
particulars, and in the points in which they are in ag^reement they
find a striking contrast between the ancient methods and the familiar

aspects of the institution as it is applied in our day.

A rapid sketch of the discipline, such as our space will allow, will

not be out of place here, especially as it will allow us to show, as we
proceed, the weakness of Dr. Lea's positions, and at the same time to
throw some light on the historical difficulties that still cling to the
subject.

II.

Already before the coming of Christ, indeed from the beginning
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of the world and through the whole history of the chosen people,

God showed Himself "compassionate, merciful, ready to forgive,"

but always on condition of genuine repentance, shown princi-

pally by a change of life and by works of self-humiliation and atone-

ment. Now it is remarkable that in the earliest references to the

subject in the new dispensation nothing else is mentioned. St.

Qement in his Epistle to the Corinthians (ch. vii. and viii.) brings

together the promises of the Old Testament to encourage the sinner

by the great fact that "from generation to generation the Lord has

granted a place of repentance to all such as would be converted to

Him." In the "Didache," or Doctrine of the Apostles, belonging,

as many think, to the close of the first century, repentance is also

referred to as the remedy of sin. All through the "Pastor" of

Hermas (A. D. 150) nothing but repentance is spoken of, so that

if we were entirely dependent on these early documents, we should

be led to believe that no new methods or conditions of forgiveness

had been introduced under the Gospel. Even fifty years later Ter-

tullian, though dealing expressly with the subject in his short

treatise, De Poenitentia, gives little additional information. For

him, too, repentance is almost everything. Already, he says, in

baptism it is a necessary condition of forgiveness. But this sacra-

ment for which it prepares should mark the end of a guilty life.

Yet there are those who fall again ; some into sins of deed, others

into sins of thought or desire. Both need a remedy, and it is found

once more, but only once, in penance or repentance. TertuUian

mentions this "second plank" with reluctance, lest it become an en-

couragement to fresh sins. He describes the process as an acknowl-

edgment of guilt made to God, like that of the prodigal son to his

father, and represents the repentant sinner as wearing a penitential

garb, fasting, praying, casting himself at the feet of priests and pious

people to solicit their intercession. He exhorts the sinner to con-

quer his pride, and since shame has not k*pt him from sin, not to let

shame keep him from acknowledging and expiating it. Neither

should he be deterred by the hardships of the penitential life, for

men are ready to face worse to secure temporal advantages, and

no sacrifice is too great to escape the torments of hell.

The discourse of Tertullian is not a didactic treatise ; it is an ex-

hortation; therefore many particulars may have been omitted as

not bearing on the object of the writer, or as sure to be supplied by

his readers. Indeed, we have in it a clear suggestion of something

more than what we might call the natural course of atonement. The
process has to be gone through publicly, and it can be availed of
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but once, both which circumstances point to a positive disciplime

already established and enforced in the Church.

What that discipline was we learn more in detail from the ecclesi-

astical writers who follow next in order of date, Origen and St.

Cyprian ; after whom all the essential features of penance stand out

with growing distinction, such as we find them in the Cathc.'c

Church at the present day.

At every step we are confronted with the conviction that private

repentance, however deep and sincere, does not suffice to do away

with grievous sin, even though secret ; that forgiveness is secured

only by acknowledging one's guilt to the Church, by submitting to

her treatment, severe but salutary, and by receiving finally at her

hands reconciliation and peace, of which the supreme and final

pledge consisted in admission to the Eucharist. In a word, we have

Confession, Satisfaction and Absolution ; and all the testimonies col-

lected by Dr. Lea cannot obscure this great fundamental fact.

But they bring out forcibly that other fact already felt in the

schools of theology, that much obscurity still surrounds the particu-

lars of the institution as practised in the early period of its history.

As regards its first element, some sort of confession seems to have

been a common practice among the faithful from the very begin-

ning. St. James, after referring to the anointing of the sick (v. 13),

adds the recommendation : Confess therefore your sins one to another,

and pray one for another that you may be savfd.

St. John, too (I. John i., 9), speaks of confession, but although one

would like to see in his words an allusion to the sacrament, it cannot

be shown that he means anything more than an acknowledgment of

one's guilt before God. The "Didache" (ch. Iv.) is much more ex-

plicit. "In the church thou shalt confess thy transgressions and
shall not come forward for thy prayer with an evil conscience."

And again (ch. xiv.) : "On the Lord's day do ye assemble and break

bread and give thanks, after confessing your transgressions in order

that your sacrifice may be pure." Here we see confession resorted

to as a purifying process, but no mention being made of a penance

imposed or priestly prayer of forgfiveness uttered, we can hardly sup-

pose that the practice possessed a sacramental character, and must
only see in it a custom, similar to that of religious in chapter, and
for the same purposes of purification and salutary self-abasement.

But when we come to Origen, St. Cyprian and those who follow,

the case is clear. We are in presence of a necessary avowal, reliev-

ing the soul, as the removal of undigested food or corrupted matter
relieves the body ; to be made, furthermore, not to God only, but to
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those who preside in the Church (Orig. in Psalm xxxvii.). In his

commentary on St. Luke xvii. Origen is still more explicit. "If we
reveal our sins not only to God, but also to those that can cure them,

they will be blotted out by Him who saith : Whose sms ye forgive,

etc." And on Numbers x. : "They who feel their wounds go to the

priest to be healed. . . . He becomes holy who appeals to the

bishop for the remission of his sin."

Testimonies of a similar kind abound in the treatise of St.

Cyprian, De Lapsis, in the two books De Paenitentia of St. Am-
brose and many other writings of the fourth century, all familiar to

the student of theolog>'. We will confine ourselves to recalling

the sermon of St. Augustine {serm. 351), in which the whole process

of recovery from sin as understood in his time is so clearly set forth

that it cannot fail to interest the reader.

There are three kinds of penance, he says, one which prepares the

soul for baptism, another which blots out our daily faults, a third to

be practised by those who have fallen into sins that exclude from

the kingdom of heaven. In regard to these last the sinner has to be

severe to himself if he would secure indulgence from above. Let

him, then, erect a tribunal in his own soul, listen to the accusing

voice of conscience and, recognizing his guilt, pronounce against

himself the strict but necessary sentence of exclusion from the Body
and Blood of the Lord.

But this is only the beginning. "When the sinner," continues St.

Augustine, "has thus administered to himself a severe yet beneficent

correction, let him turn to those who hold in their hands the keys

of the Church and let him receive from them the measure of his

atonement, in which account must be taken not only of what is

profitable to himself, but also of what is necessary for the edificatioil

of others, so that if they have been scandalized by his offenses, they

may be edified by his public expiation."

IIL

It will be noticed that during all these early ages only those who
were conscious of having committed grievous faults thought of ap-

pealing to the keys of the Church. Confessions of devotion were

unknown. Not only saints, like Ambrose or Augustine, but all

those who lived up to the essentials of the Christian law went

through life purifying themselves of their daily faults by prayer and

good works, and renewing their strength by the frequent reception

of the Eucharist, but never thought of appealing to the power of

the keys. And these for a long time formed the great majority of
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the Christian community. Many were won to the faith or received

baptism only after—sometimes long after reaching manhood, and

they sought it only when they had resolved to lead a truly Christian

life. Furthermore, their earnestness was tested by the discipline

of the catechumenate, which was a sort of novitiate of the Christian

profession. During that period of probation they learned to look

back with horror on their past sins and to fashion themselves to the

spirit and practices of the new life. When admitted at length, they

were bound to avoid the occasions and occupations of life which

most exposed to sin ; they lived under the eyes of the clergy and of

the brethren, ever ready to remind them of their obligations. In

this way comparatively few fell into grievous sins. If guilty of a

crime that entailed public penance, they were often slow to turn to

the appointed remedy. Its severity deterred them, and so they put

it off from year to year, as others put off the reception of baptism.

Like baptism, public penance could be available but once, and this

was an additional inducement for them to reserve it for the end.

Meanwhile, unless excommunicated, they attended the celebration

of the Holy Mysteries, but they abstained from communion. Some,

however, yielding to human respect, feared not to approach with the

rest of the faithful.* S. Pacian and St. Augustine refer to the fact,

but declare themselves unable to prevent it, for lack of proof against

those guilty of the sacrilege.

From all this it is easy to see how limited was the practice of con-

fession in the 'early ages of the Church, and how natural that so

Httle trace of it should be met in the rare and brief documents which

have come down to us from the first and second centuries. There

are those who would narrow it still more. In a remarkable essay

suggested by Dr. Lea's work, a professor of the Catholic University

of Paris, Dr. Boudinhon, proposes the view that, like many other

particulars appertaining to the sacraments, our Lord may have left

to the Church to determine what sins should be submitted to the

power of the keys, and that as a fact for a long time only three

kinds were thus submitted : idolatry, impurity and murder.*

It is perfectly true that the discipline of public penance was long

confined to these three categories. On the other hand, it is difficult

to discern any other form of penance during the first four centuries.

Surely if secret sacramental penance was practised side by side with

the other, it could not have been applied to the same sins, else the

' The common custom up to the fifth century, and in many places later, was that all pres-

ent at the Holy Sacrifice received communion, unless positively unworthy. Those who.
{ailed to do so were naturally suspected ofsome grievous fault. ' " Revue d'Hlat. et. Litter
Relig," July, 1897.
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<more rigorous discipline would have soon disappeared. But there

is no question of it even in connection with less grievous sins, and

hence the conjecture of the learned professor that it was but grad-

ually and after a considerable time that these sins were submitted

to the keys of the Church. But such a position can hardly be re-

conciled with the formal declaration of the Council of Trent (sess.

xiv.. Cap. V. and can. vii.) that confession of all mortal sins is a divine

institution, and consequently independent of the power of the

Church, At most it may be held that the law had not been

everywhere thoroughly understood and practised from the begin-

ning. Certainly the distinction between mortal and venial sins,

while obvious in many cases, was far from clear in many more,

especially to consciences that had been originally trained outside the

influence of the Gospel. The language even of some of the Fathers

and ecclesiastical writers sounds strange to our ears. TertuUian

(De Pudicitia ix), though a rigorist, speaks with leniency of faults

to which all are exposed, of sins of anger, striking, cursing, rash

oaths, unfaithfulness to engagements, lying through shame, faults

of the palate, of the ears, of the eyes. S. Pacian of Barcelona invites

to public penance—^the only one he seems to know—^those guilty

of any one of the three great crimes. "Other sins," he says, "are

cured by the compensation of better works—niggardliness by liber-

ality, slander by satisfaction, perverse ways by upright conduct,"

«tc. ("ParcEnesis ad Poenit," ix.) Later on St. Cesarius of Aries in

a sermon long attributed to St. Augustine and still printed in the

appendix of his sermons (serm. 257) exhorts his hearers to do pen-

ance, not only for their grievous or capital sins, but also for those

lesser faults, minuta peccata, which he thus describes

:

"Consider that even if you are exempt from more gfrievous sins,

the lesser ones which you think nothing of are so numerous that

if all were put together your good works would scarce suffice to

compensate for them. Think of all you committed since you came

to the use of reason by cursing, by swearing, by false oaths, by

slander and idle talk, by hatred, by anger, by envy, by evil desires,

by gluttony, by sloth, by impure thoughts, by unchaste looks, by

listening to improper discourses, by disregard for the poor, for the

traveler, for the prisoner, by failing to reconcile enemies, by neglect-

ing to fast on fasting days, by talking in church and failing to heed

the divine office," etc.*
'

* Cogitemus ex quo sapcrc cccpimus quid pro j urnmentU, quid pro perj urlis, quid pro ma-
ledlctU, quid pro detractionibus, quid pro odio, quid pro ira, quid pro invidia, quid pro con-
ciapiaceiitia mala, quid pro ^la, quid pro aomnolentia, quid pro aordidis cogitationibua,

quid pro concapiscentia oculonim, quid pro voluptuosa delectatlone aurium, quid pro ex-
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Here, as in the enumeration of TertuUian, sins mortal and venial

are thrown in together, and we may well imagine that such a confu-

sion was not rare in early times, with the result that many guilty

of mortal sins failed through ignorance to submit them to the keys

of the Church. But it is incredible that in spite of the warnings of

the Gospel and of the formal declarations of St. Paul (to say nothing

of the voice of conscience), all sins not included in the three catego-

ries would have been looked upon as venial, or that the divine law

in regard to them could have been generally unknown or neglected

for any considerable time. Surely the faithful whose consciences

were burdened with what they considered grievous sins must have

appealed to the Church for forgiveness. That such was the practice

already in the time of Tertullian seems to follow from the fact that^

writing as a Montanist (De Pudicitia) he denies the power of for-

giveness in the Church only as regards the peccata majora, implying

thereby that it was customary to submit others also to her authority.

This, too, may be gathered from the freedom with which new
sins were submitted to public penance in the fourth century. (V.

Morinus, 1. v., c. 31). The impression which naturally arises from

the facts is that all grievous sins were submitted to the bishops in

the first instance, and that their concern was to determine which

among them should be expiated by the established forms of public

atonement. This again seems to be the mind of St. Augustine in

his sermon 351, already referred to. A guilty conscience—^"sins

against the decalogue"—leads the sinner to abstain from com-
munion and to apply to the Church for the spiritual medicine by
which he may be healed. The priest decides whether or not he shall

join the ranks of those who do public penance. But surely if the

decision is in the negative, the penitent, though guilty of grievous

faults, will not be simply dismissed. Other and gentler remedies

will be applied to him—exercises corrective rather than penal. It

is to these, doubtless, that St. Pacian and others refer when they

speak of "opposite practices—better works" as the proper atone-

ment for the less grievous and the lighter sins. Such penances,

not being determined by custom or law, were left to the judgment

not of the sinner himself, but of the bishop or priest to whom he had
entrusted his conscience. They were doubtless accompanied by the
aiperatione pauperum, quid pro eoquodauttarde ant difficile Christum la careen viaitavl-

mus, quod pcRgrinos negligentes uicepimua, quod tecundum promiaalonem nostram in
baptiamo hospitibus pedea lavare negleximus, quod iBfirmoa tardiua vlaitavlmus, qaod
discordea ad concordiam non toto et Integro anlmo reTOcavlmua, quod Bcelesfai jejaBaate
prandere volnimua, quod In ipaa Eccleala atantes dum sanctn Icctiones legerentnr, oUoaia
fabulia occnpatl aumna, quod ant paallrado ant orando aliqnotiea allnd quam opporteret
co^tavimna, quod in conviviia Bonaemper quae aancta sed aliquotiea qute anat Ittxnrioaa

locuti anmua.
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•ordinary prayers by which the other sinners were admitted to recon-

ciliation, for at no time do we find special forms for secret absolu-

tion. It is strange, we must confess, that so important a form of

discipline should remain so long without special mention and emerge

distinctly to view only at the beginning of the fifth century ; and

we can attempt to account for it only by supposing that the solemn

and striking discipline of public penance, with its strict rules and

settled practices, completely overshadowed the other, which was

sufficiently known to all and carried out entirely between the sinner

and the chosen physician of his soul.*

The second act of the penitential process

—

the penances enjoined

and practised—might now claim to be considered. But the subject,

though complex, offers little real difficulty. It is found sufficiently

explained in most of our modem Church histories, and there is little

that calls for comment in what Dr. Lea has to say of it. It suggests

indeed many important reflections and conveys more than one useful

lesson ; but our space is limited and we must pass on to the third

and crowning act, the reconciliation of the sinner through the keys of

4he Church.

IV.

That a certain amount of ambiguity and obscurity surrounds the

practice in early times cannot be denied ; that the true values of the

Church's forgiving power and action were but imperfectly under-

:stood by many, and that it took a long course of ages to make it

clear to all is a fact which forces itself upon whoever goes over the

original testimonies. But only one who closes his eyes to them can

•claim, as Dr. Lea does, that at any time the act of reconciliation ex-

tended by the Church to the penitent sinner meant only peace with

her and not forgiveness from God. This is not questioned as re-

g^ards the later ages; but it is from the first that we find Tertullian

and the fathers assimilate the cleansing effects of the penitential

rite on the soul to those of baptism. What does Tertullian Montan-

ist reproach the Bishop of Rome with ? That he undertakes to for-

given even such sins as adultery. What was the claim of the Nova-

tians refuted by St. Ambrose? That the Church could forgive

lesser but not the more grievous sins, which would be absurd on the

> And yet St. Augustine, addressing the catechumens (" De Symbolo ad Catechum." in Jine)

rormaHy declares that there arc but three ways of obtaining forgiveness of sin—baptism,

prayer and public penance. " Nolite ilia committere pro quibus Decease est ut a Chrlstl

cofpore •eparemini. Quodabsit a vobia. nUquos videtls agere poenitentlam scelera com
miaernot, aut adulterla out allqua facta immania. Inde agunt poenitentlam. Nam si levia

pcccata eorumeaoent, ad heec quotidiana oratio sulEceret. Ergo tribus modis dimiltuntur

ptceata in EecUsia: in daptismatt, in oraiione^in humilitate majoris Poenitentiir,*'
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face of it if applied merely to reconciliation with the Church her-

self. Why was St. Cyprian so much concerned that sinners should,

secure the benefit of reconciliation before they died? "Because,"

he tells us ("De Lapsis," 29), "it is only in the present that the re-

mission made by the priest is of avail before God." Why should

Pope Celestine I. regard as "impious cruelty" the denial of absolu-

tion to the dying sinner if its only effect was to reconcile him with,

society to which he would soon cease to belong? Whence the

eagerness of those sinners of whom St Augustine writes, who, at

the approach of the barbarians and the consequent peril of deaths

ardently sought to be reconciled, or at least to be admitted among
the penitents ? Why does he consider as heartless and unchristian,

the conduct of those priests who, instead of yielding to their entrea-

ties, themselves sought safety in flight? All this points to some-

thing of supreme importance, peace, not merely with a Christian

community itself in disruption, but with the society of the blessed

and with God.*

Thus far there is no serious difficulty. Reconciliation granted

by the Church always implied peace with God, provided, of course,,

the sinner by his dispositions was not unworthy of it. But we find

other limitations in the exercise of this "power of the keys," as it is

called, which are always a cause of surprise to those who come upon

them for the first time, and which have given rise to much diversity

of thought among modem writers.

Thus, I. It would seem that for a time in various parts of the-

Church, and even in Rome, penance was positively denied to the

three categories of great sinners—murderers, adulterers and apos-

tates. The fact has been questioned as to Rome, yet various con-

current testimonies seem to substantiate it. It cannot be denied

that the Council of Elvira, in Spain (vers. 305) refused the benefit of

reconciliation, even at the hour of death, in a series of cases more or

less comprised in the three above mentioned classes. 2. Another

limitation was in regard to sinners who sought for reconciliation

only when in danger of death. To such St. Cyprian refused to show
indulgence, in which he was followed by the great Council of Aries.

(314), where it was decreed that apostates who had not sought peni-

tence in health were to be debarred from it in sickness. 3. Perhaps,

the most striking restriction of all and assuredly the most universal

was that which forbade sinners to be admitted to public penance

more than once. "Servis enim Dei," says Hermas, "una panitentia.'*'

And Origen : "In gravioribus criminibus semel tantum pcenitentia con-

• Sec on this point P. Casey'* " Notes," already rcierred to.
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ceditur locus." S. Ambrose and St. Pacian show that the same law

continued to prevail through the fourth century, and St. Augustine

reechoes it in the fifth when he tells us (Ep. 153) that even the low-

est place in the church was denied to a relapsing penitent.

If we ask what gave rise to so rigid a discipline, the answer comes

to us from the very writers who reveal its existence. To some the

strong sayings of Our Lord (Matt, xii., 31) about certain sins being

beyond forgiveness were a great source of perplexity, and the mys-

terious warning of St. John (I. John v., 16) and of S. Paul (Hebr. x.,

26) added to the terror of the threat. Moved by these passages,

Origen was led to believe that certain sins were beyond the

Church's power; he even seemed to hold that only good priests

could forgive the others. (De Oratione xxviii.) The Novatians

eagerly grasped at the thought, but St. Ambrose (De Poenit I., 10)

is careful to explain the passages of Scripture, while the constant

belief of Catholics set aside all limitations to the power of the

Church.

Why then was forgiveness denied for a time to the more grievous

sins? Because of the exalted opinion in which the Christian pro-

fession was held in those early times. Whoever, after having

breathed the air of the Gospel through childhood and youth, or

having been trained by the methods of the catechumenate to the

spirit and practices of the Christian life and solemnly pledged him-

self to it, yet departed from it to the extent implied by these grosser

crimes, was cast out as unworthy of the Christian name. Those, on

the other hand, who sought to take refuge in penance only in face of

death were supposed to be devoid of genuine sorrow. To admit

them, besides, at the last hour, and necessarily on easy terms, would

act, it was feared, as an inducement to defer their conversion to the

end. Finally those who, having been admitted once to public pen-

ance and reconciliation, yielded again to their evil passions, gave

rise to the suspicion that they had never been truly converted, or

that they were trifling with God's justice and abusing His mercy.

An additional reason for not readmitting them to reconciliation was

that once reckoned among the penitents, the name and some of the

burdens of the condition clung to them, like the character of bap-

tism or confirmation, for the rest of their lives.

But this extreme rigor, however well meant and advisable, per-

haps, when first enacted, proved ultimately unsuited to the require-

ments of the case and was gradually put aside. As early as the be-

ginning of the third century Tertullian reproaches the Bishop of

Rome with admitting adulterers to penance and reconciliation. Fifty
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years later the same indulgence is extended to apostates truly repent-

ant, in Rome, in Africa, in Egypt. The Council of Nicaea (A. D.

325) reverses the stem decrees of Elvira and orders that the sick

shall also be admitted to penance and forgiveness, with the protec-

tive clause, however, that if they return to health they shall perform

the full measure of the atonement. The limitation of public pen-

ance to a single application was slower to yield. St. Augustine

speaks of it as still in vigor in his time
;
yet already the Pope, St.

Siricius (A. D. 385), had decided that even relapsed penitents might

be admitted to the Holy Mysteries and to communion at the hour of

death. The barrier thus weakened was finally swept away in the

next century under the pressure of circumstances too long to de-

scribe here.

But it will be naturally asked what was the condition, in the eyes

of the Church, of those to whom she refused her ministrations?

What was supposed to become of those to whom penance was de-

nied at a certain time through life and even at the hour of death, or

of those penitents who after their reconciliation relapsed into one

of the greater sins? Were they looked upon as irretrievably lost?

By no means. TertuUian leaves them to God, from whom they

may win that forgiveness which the Church cannot (according to

him) or will not grant them. St. Cyprian, while declining to show
mercy to those apostates who sought forgiveness only in time of

sickness is not without hope that God may forgive them, and as a

consequence he continues to extend to them his paternal solicitude.^

In like manner St. Augustine, though declaring that there is no

place in the Church for the relapsed, yet insists that they tnust not

despair of the divine mercy ; but that instead of giving themselves

up in despair to the enjoyments of the flesh, they should strive by

the fervor of their repentance to appease the wrath of God and win

back His favor. (Ep. 54 ad Macedon.)

V.

As to the manner in which the sinner was reconciled or pardoned

we know that for a long time it was believed by theologians that

absolution being a judicial sentence could be administered validly

only in the indicative or imperative form ; but in presence of the fact

that up to the thirteenth century all the known forms of absolution

are only prayers and still continue to be so in the Oriental churches,

' Quos quidem aeparatos a nobis non dereUquimus, sed ipso* cobortati aumuiet bottamnr
agere poenitentiam ai quomodo indulKentiam poterlnt recipere ad.eo qui potest pnsstare,

ne 8l relicti a nobis fuerint, pcjores efficiantur.
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it is now generally admitted that the deprecatory form was sufficient.

These prayers, begpng forgiveness for the sinner, were pronounced

(sometimes the same, sometimes different) when the penance was

imposed, several times while it lasted, and finally in the solemn

reconciliation at its close. Hence a difference of opinion as to when

sacramental absolution was really granted. Lack of space forbids

us to discuss the question here, but we have no doubt that, as a rule,

forgiveness of sin was granted only in the formal reconciliation at

the end.

What is much more difficult to determine exactly is the sense

which the ancients attached to the action of the Church in reconcil-

ing the sinner. Their language in that regard is often obscure, con-

fused and sometimes contradictory ; nor can we fairly expect it to be

otherwise in so complex a subject. Catholic theology slowly elabo-

rated has made all clear to us, but in the early ages the faithful and

their teachers were left in many things to themselves. They knew

that repentance had lost nothing of its power to secure forgiveness.

They further believed that to be effective (with or without the

action of the Church) it had to bear a certain proportion to the ex-

tent of the sinner's guilt, proportion which could only be guessed at,

yet by which the granting or denial of absolution was determined.

Fervor in the penitential exercises caused it to be hastened, luke-

warmness to be deferred. The clergy of Rome in their letter to St.

Cyprian speak of apostates who "by tears and groans show a truly

repentant spirit ;" yet because the proximity of death forbids them

to go through the whole process of expiation, they are reconciled

with fear and trembling, "God Himself knowing what He will do

with such and what way He will examine the balance of His judg-

ment." Right through the early ages this is the prevailing tone.

To repentance, to sorrow and works of atonement is the justification

of the sinner almost entirely ascribed. The early fathers, as we have

seen, talk of repentance and nothing more. Tertullian ("De Poeni-

tentia") in describing it makes no mention of the action of the

Church. Origen seems chiefly to rely on the sinner's sorrow and

good works as a means of forgiveness. "Et tu," says St Ambrose,

"si vis veniam mereri, dilue lacrymis culpam tuam." In his books on

Penance he indicates, it is true, the power of the Church, but at the

same time he seems to place the hope of forgiveness principally in

the sorrow and atonement of the sinner. And this is the prevail-

ing note of the whole fourth and fifth centuries. The prayers of

others and one's own, alms, austerities of various kinds, these are

the means that seem to be almost entirely relied on. Of this we

VOL. XXV.—8.
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have a striking example in the "Vitae Patrum; or. Lives of the

Fathers of the Desert." They abound in stories of sinners who
withdraw from the world to do penance, or of anchorites who hav-

ing momentarily fallen from grace return repentant to their solitary

life. Now what they all rely upon to obtain forgiveness is the aus-

tere discipline to which they voluntarily submit themselves. In his

"Ladder of Heaven" St. John Climacus describes a monastery in

which the penitents, imprisoned at their own wish, were ever invent-

ing new contrivances for tormenting themselves, and thought only

of adding to their sufferings. Their sighs and groans could be

heard from afar, and when strangers came near them their only

words would be : "Do you think God will ever forgive us ?" Their

only hope seems to be in their atonements and the prayers they

begged for. There is no turning, so far as we can see, to the power

of the keys. The fact is, in all these stories of sinners seeking to

obtain forgiveness we find no mention of an appeal to bishop or

priest. The penitent, moved by the grace of God or by the advice

of some holy anchorite (not a priest), embraced the penitential life

of the desert, and pardon reaches him suddenly from above, or

slowly through the expiatory works ; but not, so far as the narrative

shows, through any priestly agency.

And yet, as far back as we can see distinctly into the past, the

sinner had always to turn to the Qiurch, and neither in life nor in

death did he feel secure unless the Church had forgiven him. The

two doctrines, "forgiveness through repentance" and "forgiveness

through the power of the keys," were held simultaneously, but with-

out any attempt to determine the part of each or to harmonize their

action. That so obvious a question should have been so long

neglected is strange indeed; but not more so than in the case of

many other problems which had to wait for the active and penetrat-

ing minds of the schoolmen. We meet this one for the first time

exposed at length in the Decretum of Gratian (A. -D. 1115),

causa xxxiii., 93 dist. i, under this form : "Utrum sola cordis contri-

tione et secreta satisfactione absque oris confessione quisquis possit Deo

satisfacercf" and, strange to say, instead of a formal response in the

negative the great canonist gives authorities, Scriptural and Pa-

tristic, on both sides, and concludes thus : "Cui harum sententiarum

ritius adharendum sit, lectoris judicio reservatur. Utraque enim

fautores habet sapietrtcs et religiosos viros." In a word, he leaves it

an open question, an * an open question it remains for the next two

hundred years, dividii \' the keenest minds and the highest authori-

ties, not, indeed, as a p \ttical problem, for the obligation of confes-
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sion was not questioned, but as to what was the share of absolution

in the remission of sin. The discussion is most interesting to follow

in the theologians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Petrus

Lombardus (A. D. 1130) adopts in his "Sentences" the opinion of

Cardinal Pullus : "A peccatis solvit sacerdos, non utique quod peccata

dimittat, sed quod dimissa (per contritionem) sacramento pandatj" and
adds: "Nec idea negamus sacerdotibus concessam futsse potestatem

dimittendi et retinendi peccata, idest, ostendendi homines esse ligatos vel

solutos. . . . Ligant quoque dum satisfactionem conMentibus im-

ponent; solvunt quum de ea aliquid dimittunt—et ad communionem

xidntittunt." The gfreat "Master," as he was called, drew after him

the bulk of theologians, among others Albert the Great. His opin-

ion, says Morinus (p. 505) variously expanded, prevailed in the

schools for nearly a hundred years. Only one kind of contrition

was thought of, and that, it was held, secured forgiveness before the

reception of absolution. It was only gradually, slowly and amid

much speculation that subsequently the opposite view took hold and

finally triumphed.

If so much obscurity gathered around questions of such import-

ance through a lengthened period of intelligent discussion, how
much more must have prevailed before close consecutive thought

had been given to the subject. A certain school of theologians in-

stinctively proceed on the principle that all was perfectly under-

stood and correctly practised in the Qiurch from the beginning.

They fight hard against anything that they cannot justify, and what

is too well attested to be denied they strive to twist into conformity

with the fuller and more accurate conceptions of a later period.

But the facts are often too strong for them, and hence the ever

growing number of theologians who, with intentions equally pure,

but with more intellectual honesty, accommodate their theories to

the facts instead of twisting the facts in order to make them fit into

preconceived theories. Thus they realize that while certain funda-

mental doctrines, such as the Incarnation, the Redemption, the Real

Presence, stand out in their general lines as boldly and as distinctly

from the first as at any subsequent period, their developments, log-

ical and practical, were the work of ages ; that the full meaning,

measure and application of the Gospel institutions were understood

in many particulars long after they were established ; that, conse-

quently, instead of taking it for granted that all in the early Church

was just as we find it in our time, we have to study in detail each

doctrine, each institution, such as the episcopate, the Papal su-

premacy, the sacraments, and ascertain by direct examination how
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far any given writer, or church, or age thought as we think or acted

according to the principles which guide us at the present day.

Studied thus Christian antiquity gives us all the constitutive ele-

ments of the sacrament of penance, contrition, confession, satisfac-

tion, absolution, but has no definite theory as to the share of each

in the reconciliation of the sinner. We may well suppose that there

were those in early times who, like the theologians of the twelfth

century, ascribed to the contrition of the sinner the forgiveness of

his sin, and who saw little more in absolution than reconciliation

with the Church. We can understand how, for disciplinary pur-

poses, those who held that view denied absolution to the relapsed,

and how the growth of the opposite opinion led to a contrary

practice.

We see how the problem of modem theologians—^at what time

and in what form forgiveness was imparted to the sinner—did not

even occur to many, while such as assigned forgiveness to the power

of the keys Aid not necessarily ask themselves which of the prayers

said over the penitents produced the sacramental effect any more

than they inquired which of the many unctions applied to the sick

by a priest or by several priests, as in the Greek rite, acted sacra-

mentally upon them. They performed the complex ceremony, be-

lieved in its mysterious efficacy and left the rest to God and to the

curious inquiries of later generations. In nothing, perhaps, is the

ancient discipline so unlike ours as in the amount of sorrow and
expiation required of the repentant sinner. But this is because the

Church aimed at effecting a radical change and a renovation so

thorough in the sinner that his perseverance might be looked upon
as morally certain, whereas we, doubtless for good reasons, content

ourselves with a sorrow and a resolve to amend which, though weak
and often ineffective, are for the time being honest and sincere.

We now return to the "History of Auricular Confession," which
led us into the foregoing reflections. They correspond only to the

earlier portion of Dr. Lea's work, for he pursues the subject down
to the present day. All in it is new to him, and all interesting. To
us its later stages are better known, some quite familiar, and we
prefer to look at things as they were at the beginning. Yet the

sequel of Dr. Lea's book is suggestive and not undeserving a critical

discussion ; but such a thing in dealing with the present work is no
easy task. If what is objectionable were confined to a few positions

or statements it could be handled without any special difficulty.
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But in the present case it extends all over the book. Almost at

every page there are facts misinterpreted, passages misunderstood,

proofs weak or sophistical, suggestions unfounded, so that nothing

short of a continuous abundant gloss would suffice to redress all

that is faulty. As we have said, there is no close discussion, no defi-

nite position on most points. The truth is. Dr. Lea is an admirable

compiler, but not a historian. He is sometimes overpowered by the

abimdance of his materials, and handles them or drops them like

one who fails to see their value, or knows not how to dispose of them.

He evidently delights in demolishing, but shows no taste to build.

The constructive power is wanting. Hence, notwithstanding our

wish to welcome a work on a great theological subject upon which

so much labor has been spent, and, even though out of harmony on

some points with Catholic belief, to recommend it to our readers,

yet we find it difficult to do so. For any one unacquainted with the

subject, the book, though full of information, is absolutely mislead-

ing. For others better equipped, it is confusing and perplexing.

Yet at least for the latter it is truly suggestive. It calls attention

to a vast number of interesting facts and testimonies generally un-

known or unnoticed. It opens up many questions and leads to in-

vestigate them. It compels the student to go back to the sources

and get their meaning at first hand. It brings home to him, finally,

the value of the work of Catholic ages on the original data of faith

and practice, and supplies the proof that to yield solid theological

wealth, even so rich a mine as the early Christian Ages needs to be

worked by Catholic hands.

AM about to describe and discuss a work which has excited

much attention among liturgical writers: "Testamentum

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi, nunc primum edidit, Latine reddi-

diet et illustravit Ignatius Ephraem II. Rahmani, Patriarcha Antio-

chenus Syrorum. Moguntise, Sumptibus Francisci Kircheim, 1899."

The book purports to be an addition to the Gospels, a discourse of

onr Saviour to His Apostles after His resurrection, containing first

a prediction of Antichrist ; secondly, a minute ritual supposed to be

J. HOGAN.
St. John'i Seminaty, Brighton, Maw.
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